Deutsch Speaks This Evening On Czechoslovakia

Will Clarify Student Minds About Czech Survival

Even of Czech Students Will Be Principal Speaker

Many Expected to Attend; Open Forum To Be Held

Dr. Karl Deutsch will discuss the question: "What Czechoslovakian Survivor?" in a lecture to be held in room 415 at 4:30 on Thursday. The meeting is sponsored jointly by the T.C.A. and the Technology Peace Federation.

Although this question seems to have been answered by the events of the last ten years, Dr. Deutsch will be able to give additional information pointing out the significance of the new change of government in Prague, and later to London University.

Lecturer Sufficient German

The lecturer was born in Sudeten Silesia, where he spent 24 years teaching German in a high school. Now he is acting as professor of history at Prague, and later to London University.

He received his 84.0 degree in Law and Political Science in July, 1938. Dr. Deutsch has been very active in social and youth movements.

Hedlund Warns '42 of Possible Defeat by Sophs Field Day

Managers Report Deficiencies in Turnouts; Class Spirit High

Glowy prospects are before the class of '42 as they show move activity for Field Day, warned Oscar Lingley of the freshman rally on Saturday.

Saturday before approximately the freshmen at a rally in 4-255, Techmen, freshmen, sophomores and juniors. The audience was composed of the freshmen who were turned out for an unusual -- that, the ritual of the freshmen class. The address of "42 expected to win Field Day here from the victorious junior Class of '41. The freshmen must have a large number of good men from whom to choose.

Greene, Wright, Goodman Speak About Czech

Opening his address with "Members of the legislature," Prof. Glenn Miller pointed out the significance of the swing fever. "The swing was noted."

Miller is the class of '39, and Robert C. Casselman, '39. The appliance was introduced by Dr. Godfrey L. Moore, '39, and arguments in its favor were executed, "as a weapon" or "to hang or be slain by a weapon." The argument was continued on page 4.

Swing Subject Of Tech Debate With Radcliffe

Girls Give Originality of the New Defensive Play

Demolishing Effect Decided

Viving swing slang to suit their individual purposes, and lurid in suit suit, "cheer" the various sports, and that if the pages of the sports are not to give additional information, "So that the swing was noted."

Opening his address with "Members of the legislature," Prof. Glenn Miller pointed out the significance of the swing fever. "The swing was noted."

Miller is the class of '39, and Robert C. Casselman, '39. The appliance was introduced by Dr. Godfrey L. Moore, '39, and arguments in its favor were executed, "as a weapon" or "to hang or be slain by a weapon." The argument was continued on page 4.

Beaver Key Gets $187 For Sports

Appropriation Exceeds Most Heated Debate of Year

Overamount

A motion to give the Beaver Key Society $187 for intersports from the Institute Committee reserves and contingency fund precipitated the most heated discussion of the year at the Committee meeting last night. The motion was proposed by Nicholas B. Currie, '39, and arguments in its behalf were offered by Stuart Paige, '39, and Robert C. Casselman, '39.

Motion Vigorously Opposed

Vigorous opposition was offered by the representatives of the institute, who voted on a motion to give the Beaver Key Society $187 for intersports from the Institute Committee reserves and contingency fund precipitated the most heated discussion of the year at the Committee meeting last night. The motion was proposed by Nicholas B. Currie, '39, and arguments in its behalf were offered by Stuart Paige, '39, and Robert C. Casselman, '39.
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